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We present numerically exact solutions to the full-dimensional Schro¨dinger Equa-
tion for the few-electron gas (few-EG) model of electronic structure theory. Our
core methodology uses a Sum-of-Products (SOP) representation of singular poten-
tials to make the fully correlated multi-particle quantum mechanical problem com-
putationally tractable. With full access to periodic wave-functions, we analyze the
exchange/correlation, spin symmetry, and thermodynamic (T = 0K) phases for few-
EG systems with up to four explicit electrons per unit cell. We also present pure-spin
exchange/correlation functionals for the same few-EG solutions. Finally, we consider
the family of few-EG calculations in juxtaposition with the closely related uniform
electron gas (UEG) system, for which previous calculations have been performed
using density functional theory and quantum Monte Carlo methods. The exact few-
EG solutions all display a similar oscillatory behavior at lower densities, which is not
predicted by previous UEG simulations.
Keywords: plane-wave separated dimensions | uniform electron gas | correlated
electron gas
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The uniform electron gas (UEG) provides a fully quantum mechanical model for elec-
tron/electron interaction whereby the electrons move against a uniform positive-charge back-
ground. The UEG model itself has a rich and deep history both as an analytical tool and
as a test case for numerical methods and new density functional methodologies1–14. By
“smearing out” the nuclear charges, the model becomes tractable—allowing, e.g., theorists
to test new techniques for the exact solution of the electronic Schro¨dinger equation for a
many-electron system15? –28. For a neutral UEG, the only parameter in the model is the
mean electron density, typically expressed as the Wigner-Seitz radius, rs. This is defined
via V/Ne = rs
34pi/3, where V is the total volume, and Ne is the total number of electrons.
Thus, rs, is the radius of a sphere whose volume is equal to the mean volume per electron.
The Kohn-Sham theorem of density functional theory (DFT) states that the exchange/correlation
is a universal functional of the electron density n(r), and is thereby independent of the distri-
bution of background charges (i.e. nuclei) in the system9,12,19? . Hence, exchange/correlation
energies extracted from accurate solutions of the UEG facilitate the construction of func-
tionals for non-uniform electron systems such as atoms, molecules, solids, and materials. In
principle, the total ground state energy for the UEG is a functional of the electron density
n(r):
E[n] = T [n] +
∫
n(r)v(r)dr + J [n] + Ex/c[n] + Eb[nb], (1)
where T [n] is the non-interacting kinetic energy, v(r) is the external potential due to the
positive background charge density nb(r), J [n] is the Hartree energy given by
J [n] =
1
2
∫ ∫
n(r)n(r′)
|r − r′| drdr
′, (2)
Ex/c[n] is the exchange/correlation energy and Eb[nb] is the electrostatic self-energy of the
background.
For a neutral system with uniform density, n(r) = nb(r), one finds that∫
n(r)v(r)dr + J [n] + Eb[nb] = 0, (3)
E[n] = T [n] + Ex/c[n]. Thus, one can obtain Ex/c by comparing the exact ground-state
energy to that of a free-electron gas12.
The UEG model can be regarded as a limiting case of the few-electron gas (few-EG)
model, for which Ne (here the electron occupation number per unit cell) is fixed, and periodic
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FIG. 1. The exchange/correlation energy Ex/c, vs. Wigner-Seitz radius rs, shown on a log-log plot,
for the Ne-electron gas (Ne-EG) with Ne = 2, 3, & 4 electrons. Shown also are literature results
for the UEG system, obtained from QMC [Refs.1 and11] and related DFT [Ref.10] simulations. For
each Ne-EG system, the colored region corresponds to the range of values whose upper and lower
bounds are determined by enforcing exact spin symmetry on the Ne-electron wave-function states
used to compute Ex/c: 2-EG (blue region); 3-EG (gray region); and 4-EG (red region). The black
lines correspond to the fully unrestricted exchange/correlation energies.
boundary conditions are applied in order to simulate the bulk phase. The UEG model is
then obtained from the few-EG model in the limit of large Ne and V , keeping the ratio
(Ne/V ) (and therefore rs) fixed.
In this work, we provide periodic grid-based solutions to the Ne-electron few-EG (i.e.,
Ne-EG) system, for Ne = 2, 3, and 4 explicit electrons. These are fully converged and
formally exact wave-function solutions of the full-dimensional, fully-interacting electronic
Schro¨dinger equation, interacting with a uniform positive charge density. In particular, our
3
treatment of all-electron interactions, and of permutation antisymmetry, is exact, and can
handle extreme correlation with ease. Accordingly we present converged few-EG results over
an extremely wide range of mean electron densities (i.e., rs values), spanning from metallic
through to insulator regimes, where correlation effects dominate.
The exact few-EG calculations performed here can be directly compared with each other,
as well as with earlier quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)1,10,11,14–16 and density functional theory
(DFT)2,4,10,19? simulations. In particular, the low-density (large rs) regime, where corre-
lation is very high, poses a severe challenge for QMC calculations—which are plagued by
either fixed-node11 or initiator14 errors, as well as by the infamous fermionic sign problem? ,
leading to extremely slow convergence. Indeed, in one recent benchmark QMC simulation of
a few-EG system14, the number of walkers required to achieve modest convergence increased
from 104 to 109, as rs increased from 0.5au to 5.0au.
In contrast, the exact, wave-function-based calculations performed here are extended to
rs = 1024au. On the other hand, our approach is currently limited to Ne ≤ 4, making extrap-
olation to the UEG limit less reliable than for the QMC and DFT simulations. The present
approach thus represents a complementary strategy to that of all previous simulations—one
which can shed new and valuable insight into the UEG and few-EG problems, particularly
in the extremely correlated, low-density regime. Also, it must be stressed that our method
generalizes for arbitrary nuclear-charge distributions20, allowing us to directly study 2-, 3-,
and 4- electron models for a wide range of physical systems using the same computational
approach.
RESULTS:
In Fig. 1 we present Ex/c vs. rs for the 2-EG, 3-EG, and 4-EG systems spanning an
extremely broad range of rs values. These range from the high density regime (rs < 2)
to the regime (2 < rs < 6) corresponding to metallic systems such as first-group metals
(e.g., rs = 3.25au for Li and 5.62au for Cs) to the ultra-dilute regime (rs > 100au) where
electron/electron correlation effects dominate. Broadly speaking, our results compare well
with QMC UEG results and with estimates from DFT10,11, although a detailed comparison
presents some highly important differences. In the higher-density (rs < 10au) regime, all
computed EG models show the Ex/c ∝ r−1s limiting behavior characteristic of the free electron
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FIG. 2. Fermi energy µ for few-EG systems, in both the high-density (a) and low-density (b)
regimes. Note the change of scale from log-log in (a) to log-linear in (b). The dashed curves in (a)
correspond to the non-interacting limit of µ ∝ r−2s for a system dominated by the kinetic energy
contribution. The color schemes are the same in both (a) and (b).
gas, as expected. However, at sufficiently low densities, all three few-EG cases considered
exhibit similar oscillatory features. This behavior was not expected, as it has not been
observed in previous UEG simulations, to our knowledge. Moreover, the fact that it occurs
in all three few-EG calculations, and seems to be converging in the UEG (i.e., large Ne)
limit, strongly suggests that it is a “real” effect, and not a numerical artifact. Note that
the near-perfect cancellation of signal observed in the troughs (e.g., near rs = 150au) might
well be difficult for a QMC calculation to capture effectively, due to the sign problem.
In any event, some insight into the low-density oscillations can be gained by considering
a plot of the Fermi energy (or T = 0K chemical potential) µ, as a function of rs, shown in
Fig. 2(a) and (b). From the figures, it is clear that the onset of Ex/c oscillation coincides
with the rs value at which the Fermi energy becomes negative. At high densities, where the
kinetic energy contribution dominates, µ ∝ r−2s for the free-electron gas. That we indeed
recover this scaling is evidenced by the dashed lines in Fig. 2(a). However, as rs continues to
increase, the Hartree and exchange/correlation terms come into play, and we see a dramatic
downward departure from the ideal limit. This is followed by a transition—around rs = 26au
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FIG. 3. Electron/electron pair-correlation functions g(r), for few-EG systems with 2 (a), 3 (b),
and 4 (c) electrons, for various rs values ranging from rs = 1 to 1024au. Frame (d) compares g(r)
for all three Ne cases, for a Wigner-Seitz radius rs = 256au lying squarely in the BCC Wigner
crystal regime.
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for the 2-EG system, and rs = 11au for the 3-EG and 4-EG systems, respectively—beyond
which µ changes sign, and the energetics are dominated by electron exchange and correlation
effects. The behavior of Ex/c and µ in this low-density regime is quite different from the
high-density regime, and in particular, both Ex/c and µ are characterized by oscillations.
We are at somewhat of a loss to fully explain these oscillations, whose amplitudes are
nevertheless extremely large. Moreover, their behavior is very consistent, appearing at
roughly the same rs values for all three explicit Ne-EG cases considered, and for both
Ex/c(rs) and µ(rs). In an effort to understand their physical origin a bit better, we doubled
the mass of the two-body computation (m = 2), but discovered that this, too, had no effect
on the location of the oscillations. The latter result is particular surprising, as it would
appear to largely rule out a Friedel-oscillation-type (i.e., wavelength-dependent) origin. In
any event, it is hoped that our discovery will stimulate interest and discussion within the
community.
We have also computed the electron pair distribution function, g(r), for a variety of
electron densities spanning a wide range of rs values. In Fig. 3(a), (b), and (c), we present
g(r) curves for 2-, 3-, and 4-EG systems, respectively. Near the origin at r = 0, we find
the “correlation hole” region from which the second particle is often excluded. At very high
densities however, g(0) > 0, owing to the fact that the kinetic energy term dominates. The
correlation hole grows with increasing rs.
For rs > 100au, discrete peaks appear in g(r), signaling the formation of a body-centered
cubic (BCC) Wigner crystal. For the 2-EG and 4-EG systems, these peaks are most pro-
nounced for rs = 256au, for which they are centered at r/rs ≈ 1.75 and at r/rs ≈ 3.35.
These locations are in perfect agreement with BCC lattice predictions of 1.7589 and 3.3680,
respectively—and rather different from the corresponding predictions for other standard
configurations such as simple cubic lattice. For other rs values, the g(r) peaks are less
pronounced and shifted slightly, with some extra peaks appearing for Ne = 4 at very low
density.
For the 3-EG system with rs = 256au, the g(r) peaks are also quite pronounced, in
roughly the same two locations [Fig. 3(b)]. However, they are somewhat broader, and there
is also a substantial peak splitting that occurs. The 3-EG case is thus much more complex
than the 2-EG case, which may in part have to do with the fact that the BCC structure can
be perfectly represented with two particles per unit cell, but not with three. In any event,
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it is clear that the 4-EG and even 3-EG cases also exhibit some BCC character. Moreover,
for both Ne = 3 and Ne = 4, the system remains a BCC crystal even at lower densities—as
evidenced by the substantial and long-range oscillations in g(r), for large rs values [Fig. 3(b)
and (c)].
Curiously, for all three computed few-EG systems, the ordered phase is fleeting—
persisting only over the relatively small rs range, ≈ 150 < rs < 500 [Fig. 3]. Note, however,
that this range neatly corresponds to the largest Ex/c hump in Fig. 1. Moreover, for all
three Ne-EG cases, the rs values with the most pronounced g(r) peaks [i.e., rs ≈ 256au, as
per Fig. 3(d)] correspond to the peak position of the largest Ex/c hump in Fig. 1. Though
these findings are almost certainly not accidental, a full explanation lies beyond the scope
of this paper.
Next, we address the role of electron spin. Since spin is not explicitly included in our
calculations, the spin structure can be deduced from the spatial permutation symmetry of
the computed states. For instance, the 2-EG spatial wave-function is composed of vectors
that are either symmetric (A1) or anti-symmetric (A2) under the simultaneous exchange
of particle labels across all three Cartesian components. Since the full spin+spatial wave-
function is necessarily anti-symmetric, we deduce that the spatially symmetric A1 solutions
necessarily describe S = 0 spin-singlet states, whereas the anti-symmetric A2 solutions are
S = 1 spin triplets.
To examine the effect of strict enforcement of spatial (i.e., spin) symmetry, consider
the shaded regions in Fig. 1. The 2-EG Ex/c results obtained by restricting the energy
summation to include only states with pure spatial A1 symmetry (i.e., the pure spin-singlet
states) give rise to the lower bound of the blue 2-EG shaded region. Likewise, the spatial
A2 (pure spin-triplet) restriction gives rise to the upper bound. The black-dashed curve
within the blue shaded region corresponds to unrestricted summation. For small rs, the
energy level separation is very large, giving rise to a broad region. The spin-singlet states lie
significantly lower in energy than the spin-triplets, and so the unrestricted 2-EG summation
is dominated by the former. However, in the large rs limit, the level density becomes very
high, and so there is little difference between the spin-singlet and spin-triplet energy levels.
The 3-EG and 4-EG cases are more complex—although the states are at least still rep-
resentable as a product of spin and spatial wave-functions. In the case of 3 electrons, the
23 = 8 spin states decompose into one S = 3/2 quartet plus two S = 1/2 doublets. In
8
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FIG. 4. Electron occupation numbers (by permutation group irrep) vs. rs, for 2-,3-, and 4-EG
systems. Irreps refer to spatial symmetry. Each graph is offset for clarity, with the 0-baseline
for each indicated as a dashed line. For the 2- and 3-EG cases , only two spatial symmetries are
permitted by the Exclusion Principle: A1 and A2, and A2 and E. The 4-EG case has 3 allowed
irreps, A2, E, and T1, all of which are represented here.
(S3 permutation) group theory language, these correspond respectively to four copies of
the (singly-degenerate) A1 irreducible representation (irrep), plus two copies of the (doubly-
degenerate) E irrep. The only S3 irrep that is not represented is A2, the anti-symmetric irrep.
The spatial states likewise fall into the three categories, A1, A2, and E. Anti-symmetry of
the full wave-function thus requires pairing the symmetric (A1) S = 3/2 spin-quartet states
with the anti-symmetric (A2) spatial states, and the (E) S = 1/2 spin-doublet states with
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the (E) doubly-degenerate spatial states (since E ⊗ E produces one copy of A2, according
to the direct product table). Note that totally symmetric (A1) spatial states are thus for-
bidden by the Exclusion Principle. Further information may be found in the Supplemental
Information.
Going forward, we use the spatial S3 irreps together with total spin (S) to label specific
Exclusion-Principle-allowed antisymmetric full spin+spatial states. For the 3-EG states,
the E spin-doublet states are generally observed to have lower energies than the A2 spin
quartets. However, beyond rs ≈ 140au, we note that the 3-EG gas polarizes from the pure
E spin-doublet to the A2 spin-quartet configurations (and possibly back again, though see
below). Hence, the 3-EG system both crystallizes and spin-polarizes at low density.
Although still represented by a spatial/spin product wave-function, 4-EG system is con-
siderably more complex. In particular, the S4 permutation group has five irreps, two of
which are triply degenerate. These are more difficult to relate to the spin space (which has
24 = 16 states) than in the 3-EG case. Nevertheless, following an analysis similar to that
described above, we find that for the 4-EG case, the 16-fold-degenerate spin space decom-
poses into two S = 0, three S = 1, and one S = 2 spin states—corresponding, respectively,
to one E, three T1, and five A2 spatial irrep states.
From Fig. 4, we see that the electron occupation numbers for two of the three symmetry
allowed states for 4-EG (i.e., E, and T1) fluctuate wildly with rs when rs > 32au. Such
fluctuations are also observed for Ne = 3 at the very lowest densities, but are not observed
for Ne = 2 at all. In contrast, the onset of substantial A2 occupation (and subsequent
oscillation) is smoother, and generally correlates with oscillations in the exchange/correlation
graph, Fig. 1.
The rapid fluctuations as described above are most likely numerical artifacts—possibly
due to correlation with the Cartesian Oh point group symmetry of the problem, which has
thus far been ignored. Such correlation (in the group theory sense) could effectively “merge”
two S4 irreps together—leading to “combined” occupation numbers with substantially less
oscillation than exhibited in the figure. Even if levels from different S4 irreps are in reality
not perfectly degenerate as per the above explanation, but merely “close” together—as is
observed to be the case for the 3-EG and 4-EG wave-functions in the low-density limit—this
could still cause well-known convergence difficulties for the iterative Lanczos-type numerical
methods used here? . Since the energy is determined by summing over the lowest states up
10
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Semi-empirical Liquid Drop Model
ELDM = v(rs)Ne + s(rs)N
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−0.064rsr−1.94s
FIG. 5. The three parameters of the semi-empirical liquid drop model (see Eq. 4), as a function of
Wigner-Seitz radius, rs: volume (magenta); area (green); curvature (orange). The three parameter
curves have been fit to power laws for the higher density regime (rs < 10), as indicated in the figure.
The relative smoothness of these plots suggests the validity of the liquid drop model throughout
the rs range.
to the Fermi energy, small errors in the numerical eigenvalues can lead to some uncertainty
as to which symmetry states are which.
It is certainly true that the Ex/c oscillations present in the right side of Fig. 1 are similar
for all three Ne values considered, and do not appear to be vanishing as Ne increases. As sug-
gestive as the figure may be, a stronger case can be made using a quantitative extrapolation
to Ne →∞. To extrapolate from the few-EG models to the UEG limit, we use the Weizsa¨ker
liquid drop model? to write the total energy, Etot = NeE(Ne), as a semi-empirical function
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of Ne and rs:
ELDMtot (Ne, rs) = v(rs) Ne + s(rs) N
2
3
e + c(rs) N
1
3
e . (4)
The first term in this expression is the “volume” term and accounts for the fact that the
number of interactions scales with the number of electrons in the system. The second term
is a surface correction which accounts for the fact that particles on the surface interact with
fewer particles than those within the droplet. This scales with the surface, and hence N
2/3
e .
Moreover, fewer interactions implies the total energy will decrease, hence s(rs) < 0. Lastly,
c(rs) is the curvature” term which accounts for the positive electrostatic screening, hence is
proportional to N
1
3
e .
To determine the v(rs), s(rs), and c(rs) curves, we fit the computed energies for the 2-, 3-,
and 4-EG systems at each rs value to Eq. (4). Our model is summarized in Fig. 5 where we
show the computed v(rs), s(rs), and c(rs) curves, along with an empirical fit to the following
power-law functional form:
f(r) = for
−n
s e
−λrs . (5)
The three-parameter form of Eq. (5) is fit to the data in the higher-density range, rs ≤ 15au.
For all three curves, the inverse power so obtained is close to that of the kinetic energy, i.e.
n ∼ 2, and the exponent corresponds to the length scale of fit data, λ ∼ 1/15au−1. For
rs < 15au, the parametric fits appear to be excellent, implying that the semi-empirical
energy equation provides a robust description of the underlying physics in the high-density
regime. For rs > 15au, the power-law dependence on rs breaks down, which is not surprising
given the oscillatory behavior. In any event, we note that Eq. (4) fits three parameters to
three variables independently, for each rs value. The fact that these values are for the most
part smoothly varying across all rs is thus an additional indication that the model is working
well throughout.
In any event, the liquid drop model confirms the suspicion that the low-density energy
oscillations are present for all Ne values, and extend all the way to the UEG limit. This
can be seen either by plotting ELDMtot (Ne, rs) for a range of Ne values, or directly from the
v(rs) plot in Fig. 5 itself, since v(rs) = E(Ne → ∞). Now, the quantitative accuracy of
the computed UEG-limit results, as extrapolated entirely from Ne-EG data for Ne ≤ 4, is
certainly suspect. On the other hand, the conclusion that the oscillations persist to the
UEG limit is reasonable. To be sure, it would be highly informative to compare our results
12
directly against the corresponding few-EG QMC calculations. To our knowledge, however,
such calculations have only been performed in the high-density regime.
SUMMARY
In this study, we present numerically exact solutions of the 2-, 3-, and 4-EG Schro¨dinger
equation—in particular, treating all electron exchange and correlation exactly. The results
presented here are unprecedented in that we have resolved the formal hurdle of treating the
Coulomb potential and the technical hurdle in in accurately representing extremely enor-
mous mathematical objects such as the N -electron wavefunction on a typical-scale computer
framework. Among many other advantages, the approach provides rigorous error bars in its
numerical convergence with respect to basis set expansions in all conceivable Hilbert space
directions at once. In this respect, our method, has the capacity to go well-beyond the
current gold standard of so-called “full-configuration-interaction” calculations. This is es-
pecially true with respect to highly excited electronic states—many of which (up to 100 per
calculation) were accurately computed for this study. This work is certainly unprecedented
in that regard.
Furthermore, the core methodology is not limited to four electrons, and should in principle
produce similarly high-quality results for 5- and possibly 6-electron systems in the near
future, as computing technology and algorithmic developments advance. Indeed, only a
year or two ago, this methodology was restricted to just two explicit electrons—although
our expectation at that time was that four explicit electrons would soon be within reach20,
as has now been realized here.
Regarding the specific results presented here, we find it surprising that the BCC Wigner
crystal phase persists only over a finite range of densities. We also find it surprising that
the onset of the ordered phase in the 3-EG system correlates with an abrupt change in the
(spatial) symmetry from E to A2 at low density, indicating the the formation of a spin-
density wave. We leave the deeper significance of these findings to future investigations.
Our current results provide on their own accord an immediately useful benchmark for
developing highly accurate and truly universal exchange functionals—in the context of the
well-established tried-and-true UEG (and related few-EG) model systems, yet for use in
DFT calculations on much more general systems. In particular, the reproduction of the
13
observed oscillatory features at low density—now definitively established, as a result of the
present study—may serve as an important benchmark for approximate methods to strive to
emulate in future.
I. MATERIALS AN METHODS
Our numerical approach20 is based on a uniformly discretized, simple cubic, periodic
volume V = (Lδ)3, containing Ne electrons. For the Ne-EG case, the full configuration-
space dimensionality is 3Ne—e.g., 12D for the 4-EG system. Discretizing the configuration
space with, say, L = 10 grid points in each direction (distributed uniformly with lattice
spacing δ) results in 1012 basis vectors in all. This is much too large to be dealt with
explicitly—particularly considering that the full 4-EG Hamiltonian matrix would require
1024 matrix elements. However, we can express both the Hamiltonian and the relevant
wave vectors using a Sum-of-Products (SOP) representation that requires many orders-of-
magnitude fewer elements to be stored? .
In our approach, the primitive basis associated with the grid described above is a Sinc-
function direct-product basis20? . The only nontrivial Hamiltonian contribution, vis-a`-vis
the SOP representation, is the electron-electron Coulomb repulsion. This can be expanded
in a SOP of 2-body 1-component Gaussians, which in turn is represented exactly using a 4D
Sinc-function basis20? ? . It is important to note that the usual Sinc-DVR (Discrete Variable
Representation) approximation is not used here. The result is a compact and Cartesian-
component-separated SOP representation, which facilitates fast and highly-efficient com-
putations via a Lanczos-like diagonalization procedure? . Two of us (JJ and BP) recently
presented numerically exact solutions for the 2-electron systems, helium and molecular hy-
drogen, using this approach20.
For the present few-EG application, periodic boundary conditions must be applied. To
apply these without image charges at infinity, we constructed Ewald summations of the
Coulomb operator. In our SOP representation, this immediately reduces each Coulomb
matrix element to a finite 1D sum of analytic functions. A 1D summation in this context
is unusual; ordinarily, 3D index summations would be required. The resultant Hamiltonian
exhibits periodicity, or discrete translational invariance. By imposing strict periodicity on
the wave-functions as well (i.e., no phase change under discrete translations), the Ne-EG
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solutions so obtained correspond to the zero-momentum (k = 0) solutions of the full periodic
system.
It is important to discuss how we determine the ground-state occupations and the Fermi
energy from the Ne-body states and energies. This requires a modification of the usual
1-body (single-particle) orbital occupations, so as to properly accommodate the fact that
each “orbital” here is actually an Ne-body state, which for 2-body states is properly called
a geminal. For a state with energy , the occupation N() depends on  as follows:
N() = Ne
(
W
2
)
2
3
2V
2pi2
∫ ∞

√
E − 
Ne
fFD(E − µ)dE (6)
Note that the usual spin degeneracy factor of (2S+1), is replaced with the Ne-electron state
degeneracy W , determined from the (spatial) wave-function irrep as discussed in the results
section. Table S1 in the Supplemental Information provides a list of the relevant spatial
irreps and associated degeneracy weightings W , for the 2-, 3-, and 4-EG cases.
For the T → 0 limit considered here, the Fermi-Dirac distribution fFD reduces to Θ(E−µ).
This uniquely determines the resulting N(), apart from the value of the Fermi energy µ,
which is still unspecified. However, this value can be determined by imposing the constraint
Ne−
∑
nN(n, µ) = 0, implemented as a sum over all states, n. Once µ has been so obtained,
the energy per electron, U , is obtained via
U =
2
3
2V
2pi2Ne
∑
n
(
Wn
2
)∫ ∞
n
√
E − n
Ne
fFD(E − µ)EdE. (7)
Here, the energy E = k2/2me (with me an effective mass) represents the contribution of the
k 6= 0 states, which were not explicitly computed in the calculation. Further details may be
found in the Supplemental Information.
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